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ABSTRACT 

This document focuses on Poulenc's three sacred chorai works 

for women's voices--Litanies ~ la Vierge Noire, the ~otet Ave 

verum Corpus, and Ave Maria from Dialogues des Carmel1tes. It is 

essentially a conductor's guide to the history and performance of 

these pieces • 
. . 

The first section contains general biographical information 

about Poulenc. Herein are emphasized people and events which 

influenced his compositional style, especially the style of the 

aforementioned works. 

The sections which follow deal with each piece separately. 

Specific historical information is given, an analysis of the work 

is presented, and a conductor's approach is laid out with 

suggestions for overcoming potential problems in the score, 

rehearsal, and performance. 

A brief conclusion is followed by a selected bibliography. 

Three appendices contain structural analysis charts for each 

piece. 

viii 



I. Early Influences on Poulenc's Musical Style 

Francis Jean Marcel Poulenc was born in Paris, 

near the Madeleine, on January 7, 1899. He was the only 

child of two very wealthy parents, Emile Poulenc and Jenny 

Royer. His mother's family were wealthy Parisians who had 

made their fortune in furniture and tapestries. Th'ey had 

always lived in Paris and were at the center of that city's 

artistic life. Madame Poulenc had a well-known salon in her 

home where many important musicians, painters, and literary 

figures were often guests. Coming from the upper class as 

she did, Jenny Royer was also an accomplished amateur 

pianist, and gave Francis his first piano lessons at age 

five. While she often played the works of Chopin, Mozart 

and Schubert, she was particularly fond of light-hearted 

easier works from the classical repertoire, works such as 

Grieg's Berceuse and Rubenstein's Romance. These, along 

with popular Parisian tunes of the time were what Poulenc 

would later come to call "L'adorable mauvaise musique."1 

(The adorable bad music.) Another Royer influence on the 

1Keith Daniel, Francis Poulenc: His Artistic Development and· 
Musical Style (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1982), 2. · 
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Royer, known affectionately to Francis as "Papoum." Marcel 

Royer was the quintessential bon vivant, living off his vast 

inheritance, spending his time and money in the concert 

halls and cafes of the city. He was known by everyone in 

the theater and art world and was his sister's closest 

friend. As Poulenc grew older, he would often explore the 

seamier side of Paris with his uncle, much to his father's 

disdain. Poulenc's affinity for his uncle is clearly 

demonstrated in his dedicating over thirty works to 

"Papoum." The works for which Francis Poulenc is best known 

are undoubtedly those inspired by the Parisian "Royer" 

heritage of his mother and uncle. The early instrumental 

works and songs for which he is known all make reference to 

"L'adorable mauvaise rnusique." His first published work, 

"Mouvements Perpetuels" clearly demonstrates this influence. 

Its immediate and lingering success are further marks of its 

"popular" nature. But for those who look beyond this side 

of Francis Poulenc, there is another very profound influence 

on his character, that of his father, Emile Poulenc. 

Emile Poulenc was also from a wealthy family. Raised 

in the Aveyron region of France, his family had amassed a 

fortune in the chemical business (what is now known as 

Rhone-Poulenc). Having come into their money much later 

than the Royers, the Poulencs had been a hard working 

industrial family whose roots in the culture of the south of 
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France held them firmly to the Catholic Church. Emile was a 

devout man and insisted that his son be raised in the 

church. In 1917 Emile died, and Francis left the church at 

the age of fifteen. Until that time, the raising of the 

younger Poulenc had often been a point of contention in the 

household, especially where the worldly Marcel Royer was 

concerned. 

In addition to a religious heritage, to be discussed 

later, Emile Poulenc was to influence his son's musical 

career in another way. Having a practical idea about 

Francis' education, his father insisted that he remain at 

the lycee to finish his academic studies. Poulenc said: 

My mother, who felt that music was my only 
vocation, would certainly have let me enter 
the conservatoire. Artists had always been 
accepted in her family, and it seemed to her 
quite natural. But my father, despite his 
love for music, was unable to agree that an 
industrialist's son shouldn't sit for his two 
school-leaving exams. "He can do what he 
likes afterward" my father used to repeat .. 
• Then when I was eighteen, after finishing 
my exams, I went into the army. So it was
only three years afterwards, in 1921, that I 
began to study composition seriously ... as 
it was really too late after doing my army 
service to enter the conservatoire, Darius 
Milhaud advised me to apply to Charles 
Koechlin, who supervised my studies in 
counterpoint. 2 

2Francis Poulenc, My Friends and Myself. Translated by James 
Harding (London: Dennis Dobson Books Ltd., 1978), 34-35. 
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Perhaps by preventing his son's entrance to the 

conservatoire, Emile Poulenc did his son a great service, 

for otherwise he might never have studied with Koechlin. 

Koechlin at the time was thought of as one of the great 

French composers. Though he is little known outside France 

today, he was one of the forerunners of the French 

nationalistic movement which would be taken up by Erik Satie 

and Les Six, of which Poulenc was one. As a teacher, 

Koechlin had a great influence on Poulenc, encouraging him 

to concentrate on what he did best. The composer later 

said: 

Having soon sensed that, like many Latins, I 
was more of a harmonist than a contrapuntist, 
he had me harmonize Bach chorale tunes in 
four parts while I continued working on 
counterpoint. This work which excited me, 
had a decisive influence on me. It is due to 
these chordal exercises that I acquired a 
sense of choral music ••• My choral music 
owes everything to Charles Koechlin. 3 

This tendency to write in a homophonic style is a hallmark 

of Poulenc's choral music. In none of these works are there 

fugues, and imitative passages are rare, short, and 

abandoned quickly. 

Another influence on the choral music of Poulenc came 

3Ibid., 41. 



from his association with the harpsichordist Wanda 

Landowska. Founder of the celebrated Ecole de la musigue 

ancienne, she was keenly interested in early music. In 

addition to further opening the music of Bach for him, she 

also introduced him to the works of early French composers 

of choral music such as Claude Le Jeune, Clement Jannequin, 

and Claudin de Sermisy. The composer later remarked, 

Wanda Landowska is one of the only women who• 
gives me the impression of genius in its pure 
state ••. My meeting Wanda Landowska was, 
indeed, a key event in my career. 4 

Another influence on the Parisian scene was Nadia 

Boulanger, who also shared an interest in early music, and 

whose chorale would often feature early works on programs 

attended by Poulenc. 

In March of 1936, I attended several 
performances, at the home of the Princess 
Edmond de Polignac, of Monteverdi motets, 
sung by Nadia Boulanger's vocal ensemble. 
Since I owned a complete edition of these 
works, I returned home to restudy 
passionately these polyphonic master-pieces. 5 

4Daniel, 2 7. 

5Keith Daniel, "The Choral Music of Francis Poulenc," 
American Choral Review 24/1 (Jan. 1982): 8. 

5 



The importance of these early music influences on Poulenc's 

choral works would be hard to overemphasize, especially in 

th·e three works for women's voices. 

6 

In the early part of Poulenc's career as a composer, he 

did very little writing for chorus. From his first 

published composition in 1918 (the aforementioned Movements 

Perpetuels) until 1936, he wrote only one choral piece, 

Chanson~ Boire (Drinking Song, 1922) for four-part men's 

voices. Originally commissioned for the Harvard Glee Club, 

it was banned in the U.Se due to the Prohibition Act. It is 

a brash and angular work employing nonsense syllables and 

increasingly higher levels of dissonance throughout 

(presumably as the ensemble becomes more intoxicated) o 

Though atypical of his later choral works, this kind of 

composition was typical of his early period as he sought 

realism in music, an outgrowth of the reaction against 

Romanticism and Impressionism championed by Satie and 

espoused by Poulenc and the other members of Le~ Six. 

Fourteen years after his first choral work, Poulenc 

turned again to choral writing. The Sept Chansons of 1936 

is a cycle of seven a cappella songs on secular poems by 

Apollinaire and Eluard. Upon their completion, he expressed 

great joy at "rediscovering" choral music. After the Sept 

Chansons, Poulenc would write an almost continuous stream of 

choral music until his death in 1963. Unlike the Sept 



Chansons however, the majority of this music would be of a 

sacred nature. When asked by Stephan Audel what led him to 

write religious music, Poulenc said: 

Heredity was deeply involved here. If one 
side of my art can be wholly explained by my 
mother's ultra-Parisian descent, you mustn't 
forget that my father came from Aveyron, that 
sturdy, mountainous area between Auvergne and 
the Mediterranean basin ... In architecture 
it is romanesque art--particularly the 
examples that are to be found in the south of. 
France--that has always been my religious 
ideal. I like religious inspiration to 
express itself clearly in the sunshine with 
the same realism as we can see on those 
romanesque capitals. My father, like all his 
family, was deeply religious ... At a time 
when I was seeking to drop roots into the 
very depths of my being, I composed my first 
religious work, the Litanies~ la Vierge 
Noire de Rocamadour G •• 

6 

Thus in the much talked about "dichotomy" of Poulenc's 

rearing and personality, it was the "other side" of 

Poulenc's family (that of his father) which influenced his 

sacred choral works. 

7 

Poulenc wrote sacred choral music for mixed SATB chorus 

(15 works), men's chorus (8 works), but only three choral 

works for women's voices, the Litanies~ la Vierge Noire, 

the motet Ave Verum Corpus, and an Ave Maria from the second 

act, second tableau of Dialogues des Carmelites. While his 

6Poulenc, 56-57. 
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output for this medium may seem small, it is significant in 

many ways. Litanies was the first sacred work he wrote, and 

in his own words, the subject matter would serve as a 

talisman for many of his later choral works. In choosing a 

libretto for an opera, he selected Bernano's Carmelites in 

which the only ensemble singing is done by a chorus of nuns. 

The Ave Verum, while an extremely short work, is a distilled 

compendium of early music techniques, Augenmusik, modal 

harmonic progressions, half and open-fifth cadences as well 

as imitative writing, a technique not found elsewhere in his 

sacred choral works. 



II. Litanies a la Vierge Noire - Background 

In the year 1936, Poulenc returned to the faith of his 

father, who had died in 1917. This renewal of faith 

corresponded with and had a profound influence upon his 

renewed interest in choral writing. For Poulenc, the Black 

Virgin of Rocamadour was the focal point of a somewhat 

mystical experience. 

In 1936, a key date in my life and career, 
taking advantage of a working holiday in 
Uzerche with Bernac and Gouverne, I asked 
Pierre to drive me in his car to Rocamadour, 
a place about which my father had spoken so 
often •.• I had learned several days 
before, of the tragic death of my colleague, 
Pierre-Octave Ferroud. The horrible 
snuffing-out of this musician so full of 
vitality had absolutely stupefied me. 
Ruminating on the frailty of our human 
condition, I was once again attracted to the 
spiritual life ••• The very evening of that 
visit to Rocamadour, I began my Litanies~ la 
Vierge Noire for female voices and organ. 
From that day forth, I returned often to 
Rocamadour, putting under the protection of. 
the Black Virgin such diverse works as Figure 
Humaine, Stabat Mater ••. and the Dialogues 
des carmelites ••• You now know the true 
source of inspiration for my religious 
works. 2 

2Daniel, Artistic Development, 41. 

9 



In an interview some years later, Yvonne Gouverne recalled 

the day she arrived with Poulenc and Bernac at Uzerche. 

The region of Uzerche where we were staying 
stirred in Francis a sense of close affinity 
with Aveyron, the birthplace of his father-. 
It was a region conducive to spiritual 
revelations. Poulenc wanted to go to 
Rocamadour, an ancient place of pilgrimage 
which, thirty years ago, did not attract the 
crowds one finds there today. We all entered 
a silent chapel in which stood the statue of 
the Black Virgin. outwardly, nothing 
happened, yet from that moment everything in 
the spiritual life of Poulenc changed. He 
bought a little picture with the text of the 
Litanies to the Black Virgin, and as soon as 
we were back in Uzerche, he began to write 
that very pure work for female choir and 
organ, Litanies~ la Vierge Noire. 8 

10 

Poulenc described the setting of Rocamadour as a church 

built on a vertiginous mountain. It had been a pilgrimage 

destination in the Middle Ages. The Black Virgin itself was 

a small icon of black wood supposedly carved by st. Amadour 

(the short Zaccheus who climbed a sycamore in order to 

better see Jesus). Medieval pilgrims would climb the 

mountain in a symbolic sense to better "see" the Christ 

through the Virgin. In a similar fashion, Poulenc also came 

seeking a new meaning for his life and work in 1936. This 

8Sidney Buckland, ed., Francis Poulenc--Selected 
Correspondence 1915-1963 (London: Gollancz, 1991), 415. 
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may well explain the use of many early music techniques in 

the work (chant, fauxbourdon, ostinato, modal writing) and 

the subsequent employment of similar techniques in the other 

works for women's voices. 

It is also significant that Poulenc would choose 

women's voices for his first sacred choral work. As the 

object of Litanies is female, so too are the performers. 

Poulenc claimed that he chose women's voices for their 

"simplicity and humility," words often associated with the 

Virgin. These words also appear as performance indications 

throughout the work, and seem to be (along with early music 

techniques) a common theme in all three works for women. 

Poulenc's adoration of and devotion to Mary are of great 

importance to an understanding of these works. Not only did 

he place many of his greatest works under her protection, he 

often referred to her as "sweet mother." All of the works 

for women draw upon the person of Mary as a central theme. 

The anonymous text for Litanies~ la Vierge Noire 

(hereafter referred to simply as Litanies) were and are used 

by pilgrims praying to the Black Virgin. They are prayers 

which contain repetitions of a similar idea (much like the 

Rosary or the Pater Noster). The common plaint of these 

litanies when addressing the Trinity is "ayez piti~ de nous" 

--have mercy upon us; when addressing the Virgin--"priez 

pour nous"--pray for us. 



III. Litanies~ la Vierge Noire - Analysis 

The work is divided into nine musical sections, two 

instrumental (introduction and conclusion) which frame the 

seven choral sections ("A" through "G") based on the text. 

Fig.1 (Litanies~ la Vierge Noire: Textual and Musical 
Divisions) 

IJtallieeila V-..Noin: Notre-I)-· 
Rocaa■ docr 

♦s.v--.--••-J4sut.Oirist.ayezpllltde1101& 
Jaus.Oulsl, 6coula-nous.. ~--nous.• Dieu J)iri afalaw, ayezplllf de nous. 

Dieule Ills, ralernpleur: .,.zplllf de 
nous. 

Dieu le Saint-Esptt. Slll'ldlblllur, aye 
pitiidenous.-1-

T~~unseulDleu,ayez The.Jsjni+t 68-3:t) B 
Salnie \/!age priezpournous, 
Vlerge, nllne el palrDme, prilrz pour nous. 
V1eJ91?quelacMe lepubbln nous a !alt 

~~SalntAmadour The. \Jir,~}n tv\~'"'f-
Priezfi~ncus.l ±bc°"'!b Za.c.c.ht»$. CM-So)~ 
Reine sandUaiN, queccnsaaas..ii 

Mar1lal. • 
Etouldllbrasessaintsmysljra. 

Reine. pmde laquelles'agmcuillaSaint Louis M ~'I , ~e.e..n ~==~•France. ~troo of tf9YlC£ {SH,<\) D 

Reine, llquiRdandconsaaa,criipM. 
priez pour nous. .. 

Reine, dent la banriagll!J'lalilS 
batailles, pllezpour110111.f. 

Reine, dontlamalndawlitlilSCIIIJlf,I. 

Nolre~~le~est 
enrichtdefaw\Jrsspklalls. 

Notre-Dame. quef~etlahlilwcn 
IIOU!usouwntditnin, 

Noire-Dame. que lespeupleslllsllrlt 
commeautrefal. 

~wt'&tr:eCzr::J. 
dumonde. pardonnez-nous. 

A!J-,eau de D1eu, quieflacales p«his 
dumonde.-

A!J-,eaudeDleu, quleffaalzli1Sp6ctia 
du rnonde. IIJIZ plllt de ll0UL 

Notre-Dame. prilrz pour nous, 
A!nquenous'°'f?"!dl!J)esde.Je15-0irtst 

t1¼1, Q\)Ut\ d ~~ce.'s 
B,~~Bn\-~ t-m-~ E' 

Our LG.d'\ o~ 
iM- ?,\~rimo..¥,c {e,,.,o+) E 

The first section is an instrumental introduction ·for solo 

organ (ms.1-9). There follow six groups of litanies (ms.10-

104) each of which contains three or four lines of text. 

Each line can be further divided into a bipartite structure 

consisting of address and litany. (fig.2, pg.13.) 

12 



Fig.2 (Individual Litany Structure) 

Addre..ss ~ ~ 
ayezpffl.! de OOU'-

6:outez-nous. 

An eighth section is a rendering of the triptych Agnus Dei 

from the Roman mass (ms.105-135), and the final section 

(135-140) is an instrumental conclusion. 

13 

While each of these sections contains musical 

repetition within itself, none is a repetition of another. 

Each is constructed in such a way as to highlight its 

individual text, and only to the extent that the texts are 

similar do the different musical sections resemble one 

another. Rather than assuming a classically identifiable 

form, the work is through-composed, with the general 

dramatic progression outlining that of the text. An overall 

dramatic form is constructed beginning with quiet intro

spection--building toward a climax of religious fervor 

(Section "E" measures 70-85); and returning again to humble 

supplication from 86 to the end. (Fig.1 & Appe~dix C) 

The Litanies' introduction (mm.1-9) presents many of 

the techniques and devices to be used throughout the piece. 

One of Poulenc's reinterpretations of Medieval music can be 

seen in the use of parallelisms. Parallel fifths dominate 

the music from the opening two measures in the upper voices 

and give way to parallel fourths in the seventh measure. It 

is interesting to note that in the first instance that an 



accidental is written into the lowest voice, the middle 

voice moves for the first time in contrary motion in order 

to form a sixth with the upper voice. (fig.3) 

Fig.3 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 1-6.) 

14 

Further parallelism is seen in the parallel movement of all 

three voices. This parallel motion is echoed throughout the 

piece. 

An unexpected technique Poulenc employs in this 

introduction is palindromic writing. In this case the 

palindrome is found in the root movement of the chords in 

measures two through four. As seen in figure 4, the chord 

roots form a mirror image of themselves. Note that the crux 

of the palindrome is highlighted by the first appearance of 

accidentals in both outer voices and the first contrary 

motion of any voice. (fig. 4, pg. 15.) 



Fig.4 (Poulenc, Litanies measures 1-5.) 

/IIANUALE 

FED 

While at first glance this may seem insignificant, similar 

palindromic passages appear throughout the work. 

15 

Another characteristic of the introduction is its use 

of alternating modes. By shifting between D major and D 

dorian, Poulenc creates a sense of tonal ambiguity. such 

ambiguity further manifests itself in the final chord at 

measure nine, a bi-tonal structure built on both D and Eb. 

Between each section, and occasionally within a section, 

with textual justification, there is found a major cadential 

structure, usually a cluster or diminished chord. These 

cadential "blocks" are used not only as punctuational pivots 

between sections, but in many cases as points of reference 

to each other as well. Blocks 1 (mm.9), 2 (mm.17), and 4 

(mm.34} are bi-chordal and cluster structures built on D 

(both major and dorian) and Eb. 



Blocks 3 (mm.26), 5 (mm.50), 6 (mm.69), 7 (mm.73), 8 

(mm.78), 9 (mm.85), and 10 (mm.102) are fully diminished 

chords with occasional added tones. In figure 1 the 

asterisks denote the placement of these blocks. Figure 5 

outlines the ten blocks in relation to one another. 

Fig.5 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 9,17,26,34,50,69,73, 
78,82,84,102.) 
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In the first choral section of Litanies (Section "A"; 

mm.10-17), Poulenc uses the dorian scale as a building block 

in additive cellular construction. Two short musical 

fragments are placed side by side to create a cell. There 

follow two more fragments which form a second cell. While 
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this second cell is sometimes a direct repetition of the 

first, often it has been altered, usually by a slight 

addition or alteration of material. For example, in measure 

10, two notes are presented (D and E), followed in measure 

11 by a short neumatic phrase. These two fragments 

represent a cell. Measure 12 presents the same two notes of 

measure 10 plus a third, F. Measure 13 with the addition of 

its pick up note is the same neumatic phrase seen in measure 

11. Thus the construction is both additive and cellular. 

Fig.6 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 10-13.) 

,1~0PR. t:'\ p humblemenJ 

II . -
Sei. gneur, 

.. - - . - -
ay. ez pi. tie dti nous, Je.sus-<:hrist, ay • ez pi. tie de nous. 

11 MEZZl·SOPR. 

" 
" ALTI 

'II 

Poulenc also exploits the bipartite repetitions of the text 

to allow for these additive cells. The dramatic import of 

the text is also heightened by voice part additions at mm.14 

and 15, as well as the addition of dynamic inte~sity 

throughout the section. 

Additive cellular construction would become a staple of 

Poulenc's choral language. Especially clear examples can be 

found in the choral entrances of the Gloria (fig.7, pg.18.) 

and the opening measures of the motet Vinea Mea Electa. 

(fig.a, pg.18.) 
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Fig.7 (Poulenc, Gloria, measures 15-19.) 
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Fig.a (Poulenc, Vinea Mea Electa, measures 1-4.} 
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In measure 17 of Litanies, cadential block 2 is a 

conglomeration of Eb and D chords, a skeleton of the block 



in measure 9. As before, it gives way to the following 

section in D dorian. 

Section "B" (mm.18-34) is a litany to the Trinity and 

can be further divided into "Bl" (mm.18-26) which adjures 

each of the members of the Godhead individually; and "B2" 

(nun.27-34) which recognizes them as a single entityo 
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In measures 18-21, Poulenc builds an impressive 

additive cellular structure. With only a slight alteration 

in the alto voice, the choral writing in the two two-bar 

phrases are identical. (fig.9) 

Fig.9 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 18-23.) 
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It is no accident that the additive feature occurs at the 

crux of the two blocks. Attention to the center of a 

structure was drawn similarly in the introduction. In the 

introduction's palindrome, Poulenc drew attention to the 

I 
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center by the addition of accidentals. (see fig.4) The 

center of the passage at mm.18-21 is highlighted with the 

addition of the organ after a period of a cappella singing. 

In addition, the first alto pitch in the second half of the 

phrase has been lowered one tone to c natural. The lowered 

pitch in the alto line may also· be altered for textual 

reasons. Here, in addressing the Trinity, God the Son 

descends (to earth) further than God the Father. This line 

of reasoning may be further supported by the setting of the 

following text "God the Holy Spirit" (mm.22) in which the 

soprano voice "ascends" the staff to the highest note in the 

entire piece. Symmetrical structures both palindromic and 

cellular are perhaps references to Classical or Romanesque 

art which Poulenc earlier claimed as an inspiration for 

religious music (see pg.6). 

Another interesting aspect of mm. 18-24 is its frequent 

change in meter. Poulenc here demonstrates his commitment 

to the preeminence of the text by making the music 

metrically subordinate. Rather than forcing text onto 

measures of pre-written bars of music in common time, he 

adapts to the meters to accommodate the natural agogic 

accents of the French language. (fig.10, pg.21.) 
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Fig.lo (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 18-24) 
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Section "Bl" (mm.18-27) ends with another cellular 

block, F,Ab,B,D--a diminished seventh chord. This begins a 

section of transition through ambiguous tonal centers. 

After the initial diminished chord, a single vocal line 

presents the key of Bb major, immediately followed by modal 

mixing in measure 30. A step-wise extension of range comes 

to rest in measure 34 where the familiar bi-chordal 

structure Eb,Gb,Bb/D,F,{A),C,E is re-established as a pivot 

to G dorian. (fig.11, pg.22.) 
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Fig.11 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 30-36.) 
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With little deviation, G dorian will remain the predominant 

tonal center for the rest of the work. 

This change of tonal center marks the arrival of 

Section "C" (mm.35-50), the first of four sections which 

address the Virgin Mary. The first five measures of vocal 

solo outline an interval of a minor third, with measures 36 

and 37 in cellular union with measures 38 and 39. This 

limited range and step-wise progression are very similar to 

the chant technique used in the opening vocal line. (see 

fig.6) Similar chant lines are found throughout the work. 

In the organ accompaniment, Poulenc employs another 

technique of early music, that of ostinato. The ostinato is 

laid out in such a way that each phrase ends with an A in a 
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vocal line coinciding with a Bb in the accompaniment. In 

the same way that many cadential "block" structures were 

built on the minor second (D and Eb), so here is a microcosm 

of the same phenomenon. At the end of every measure through 

45, the minor second A/Bb appears. (fig.12) 

Fig.12 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 35-43.) 
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Another practice of early music appears at measure 40 

with the addition of fauxbourdon to the still present 

ostinato. (fig.13, pg.24.) 
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Fig.13 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 40-45.) 
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There is also an interesting cellular relation between 

measures 42 and 43. Whereas other examples have shown 

additive additions, in this case Poulenc has chosen a 

"diminutive" repetition due to the brevity of text. (figol4) 

Rather than forcing the shorter consequent text onto an 

equal number of notes, Poulenc has again given the text 

precedence over metrical structure. (fig.14) 

Fig.14 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 42-43.) 
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The importance Poulenc places upon the text is further 

exemplified by the syllabification of the entire work. He 

avoids melismatic and even neumatic writing. With the 

exception of one and a half beats in measure 66 (fig.15), 

Poulenc gives one note to each syllable. 

Fig.15 (Poulenc, Litanies, measure 66.) 
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Poulenc was consumed by language and words. Through text 

painting and especially through agogic accent, he did his 

utmost to amplify a text musically. Ned Rorem notes that 

His prosody--in song, in chorus, in opera-
is declamatory, one note to a syllable ... 
If melodic meant poetic license--the 
stretching of a word beyond normal spoken 
length, and thus beyond comprehension, then a 
Boulez would be more melodic than Poulenc. 
The latter may well be the most sung composer 
of the past fifty years, but (or rather 
because) his word settings are more verbal 
than vocal. His tunes ... stem from 
speech; he never squeezed verse into pre
written musical phrases. His concern for 
correct stress made even his lushest songs talky. 9 

9Ned Rorem, "Monologues and Dialogues," Opera News 41 
(Feb. 5, 1977): 11. 
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An excellent example of Poulenc's text painting is 

found in measures 46 and 47. The text, speaking of st. 

Amadour (Zaccheus), says that he "raised this sanctuary"--a 

reference to the church at Rocamadour which houses the Black 

Virgin. The musical lines rise in pitch and volume which, 

along with the marcato accents in the pedal, contribute to 

aural text painting. Poulenc here uses another technique of 

early music--Augenmusik (in which the music is made to look 

on the page like the text it underpins). In measures 46 and 

47, the pitches are all "raised" ·with the addition of sharps 

and naturals, the first and only such appearance of sharps 

in the entire piece. (fig.16) 

Fig.16 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 44-47.) 
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In the same way that measures 31-36 were a transitional 

section marked by range extension, diminished cadence, and 
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ambiguous progression, (see fig.11), Section D1 (mm.49 

through 60) serves a similar function. The diminished chord 

in mm.50 contains the added tone G, resolving to Fat mm.51. 

The solo line at 51 outlines the same diminished-seventh 

chord and is followed by chords of rapid tonal movement. 

Fig.17 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 48-60.) 
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The cadence (mm.60) acts as a dominant to mm.61 in A minor. 
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Measure 61 begins another section of fauxbourdon over 

an ostinato pedal. It is in this section that the work's 

only melisma occurs on the word "France," he notes on -strong 

beats forming the diminished chord D,F,Ab{G#),Cb,(B). The 

last three measures (nun.66-68) grow in pitch and' intensity 

as they build to the diminished-chord cadence at mm.69 

E,G,Bb,Db (C#). 

The most active and dissonant section of the entire 

work is Section E (nun.70-85).- Several aspects of this 

section immediately set it apart from the others. The first 

is the increase of tempo ( J =88, up from J =63) • The next is 

the dynamic marking--ff. In each of the preceding sections, 

the dynamic has begun at a relatively low level (p-mf). 

Here, Poulenc begins at ff with the further diacritical 

instruction "eclatant"--{sparkling, popping, or brilliant). 

Sixteenth notes also appear for the first time which 

increase the intensity of the vocal lines. 

The organ accompaniment consists of two elements, a 

trill followed by a diminished chord. This combination is 

employed three times in succession, mm.70-74, 75-79, and 80-

85. The first trill reiterates the continuing relationship 

between D and Eb throughout the piece. The second trill 

moves to D and E natural, the third to Eb and Fb with a 

short E natural in the left hand at nun.SJ. (fig.ls,·pg.29.) 
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Fig.18 (Poulenc, Litanies, (accompaniment) measures 69-85.) 
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Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the section is 

Poulenc's use of chromatic diminished cadences at close 

succession. Measure 73 (block 7) is a diminished chord 

built on D (D,F,Ab,B). The cadence at measure 78 is built 

on Eb (Eb,Gb,[F#J,A,C). Measure 82 contains a cadence on E 

natural (E,G,Bb,Db), followed in the next measure by block 

9, the cadence on F ( F, Ab, Cb [ B] , D) o (fig. 19 , pg. 3 0. ) 



Fig.19 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 73,78,82,84.) 
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This final structure acts as a pivot to a I-V half cadence 

in F minor leading to the next section. 

Section F (mm.86-104) is a return to the quiet 

introspection of the beginning of the work. It is marked 

"calme--mouvement de debut ( =63), pp subito. Here again 

Poulenc employs text-paintingo As the lyric describes the 

Medieval pilgrimage up the winding road to Rocamadour, the 

organ begins an uneven walking bass line with multiple 

accidentals. (fig.20) 

Fig.20 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 88-92.) 
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The second phrase of this section (mm.93-96) begins in F 

minor and modulates to Ab major, the first use of a full 

major cadence in Litanies. (fig.21) This cadence represents 

another interesting use of text-painting as the text tells 

of the triumph of the Virgin over hatred and impiety. 

Fig.21 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 93-96.) 
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The last five measures of this section harken back to 

Section E with its succession of chromatic diminished 

chords. The third beat of measure 99 is built on Eb 

(Eb,Gb[F#J,A,C), the second beat of measure 100 is built on 

E (E,G,Bb,Db[C#J). Measure 101 begins with F,Ab,Cb(B), 

followed by F#,A,C,Eb in 102, which leads to the final half 

cadence in G minor. (fig.22, pg.32) 
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Fig.22 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 97-104.) 
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The last choral section of Litanies (mm.105-135) 

consists of the Agnus Dai and the final line of text "afin 

que nous soyons digne de Jesus-Christ"--"that we may be 

worthy of Jesus Christ." This section could be further 

divided into three sections: Gl (105-120), G2 (121-130), and 

G3 (131-135). 
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Measures 105-120 make up the clearest example of 

cellular construction in Litanies. Strict cells of two 

measures each are laid out for the entire sixteen measures. 

(fig.23) 

Fig.23 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 105-120.) 
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Only one note strays from the strict design, an Eb becomes E 

natural in measure 115. It is an ironic text-painting, as 

the aberration occurs under the word "pecha" or "sin." 

(fig.22) The simplicity of the text "Lamb of God. "is 

highlighted by the chant-like drone of the single D for the 

first twelve measures and the first appearance of ostinato 

in the right hand as well as the left (marked "doux" or 

sweet). Two final cadences (ms.118 and 120) are 

conglomerations of D and Eb. 

Section "G2" (mm.121-130) begins with four measures of 

additive cellular fauxbourdon in G dorian. This is followed 

by mm.125 which exploits the secondary-dominant function of 

the chord A,C,E,G,B,D,F, before moving to the dominant Vin 

mm.126. (fig.24) 

Fig.24 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 124-127.) 
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An interesting tag in measure 129 sees D and Eb pitted 

against one another for the last time. This occurs in the 

accompaniment beneath a chanted Gin the 2nd soprano. 

{fig.25) 

Fig.25 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 128-131.) 
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Section "G3" (mm.131-135) is nothing more than a G minor/G 

dorian scale outlined above the persistent ostinato in the 

right hand. The modal mixing occurring in measure 133 in 

the alto voice and the pedal recalls the opening measures of 

the introduction. (fig.26) 

Fig.26 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 132-135.) 
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The concluding instrumental postlude is clearly a 

reference to the introduction. Now, however, the modal 

ambiguity is gone and the final measures lie in G doriano 

The most striking feature of this finale is the palindrome 

contained therein. The palindrome is exact to the duration 

of the final chord which follows the final sounding of the 

Bb. It is followed by three and a half beats of g minor 

ninth chord, the same chord and time allotted to the opening 

of the palindrome. (fig.27) 

Fig.27 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 135-140.) 
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Litanies~ la Vierge Noire, as the first of Poulenc's 

sacred choral works, bares many of the characteristics which 

permeate his later compositions. Poulenc never claimed to 

be an innovator, but rather an artist whose genius consisted 

of creating an individual collage out of many different but 

traditional techniques. In this way he created an idiom 

uniquely his own. Warren Werner sums it up thus: 

The art of Poulenc is basically tonal, with 
root movements, cadential formulas, and chord 
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construction conforming to well-established 
eighteenth and nineteenth century practices. 
This basically conservative idiom is 
frequently embellished and colored with 
harmonic devices which create the illusion of 
a technique much more complex than closer 
inspection reveals it to be. 10 

1°Henry Sellers, "Francis Poulenc and His Sacred Choral 
Music" Choral Music 17 / 6 (Feb. 1977) : 21. 



' IV. Litanies a la Vierge Noire - A Conductor's Approach 

An approach to rehearsal cannot be considered without a 

preliminary analysis and preparation of the score. An 

excellent method of score analysis for both conducting and 

rehearsal purposes is that of Julius Herford. His method is 

based on a stratification of musical material from largest 

form to smallest phrase. For a complete explanation see the 

chapter 5 "The Choral Conductor's Preparation of the Musical 

Score" of Choral Conducting Symposium edited by Harold 

Decker and Julius Herford. 3 It is this method which was 

used in generating the score rehearsal chart (see Appendix 

C) and which made possible the following suggestions for the 

rehearsal of Litanies. 

The warm-up is an opportunity to master musical 

concepts which appear in the music to be rehearsed. A 

simple warm-up strategy for Litanies involves the singing of 

parallel 6/4 chords or "fauxbourdon".· A good example for 

this exercise is measures 121-124. (fig.28, pg.39) 

3Harold A. Decker and Julius Herford, eds., Choral 
Conducting Symposium (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1973), 
199-251. . 
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Fig.28 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 119-124.) 
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In the context of the piece, it will be easy for untrained 

altos to sing an octave below the 1st sopranos. Beginning 

with the altos and 2nd sopranos singing in thirds and adding 

the 1st sopranos last may alleviate this tendencyo 

Another interval which often appears between voices is 

the major 7th. Scales at this interval can be sung; altos 

on the root and sopranos on the seventh (the most common 

voicing in the piece). While it is easier on the ear to 

"fill in" the MM7th chord at the piano, there is no 

substitute for being able to hear and sing the clash of the 

dissonant intervals. 

More than any other interval, the ear and voice will 

need to become accustomed to the minor thirds of a 

diminished seventh structure. Unison diminished arpeggios 

could be sung as an exercise using the line at measure 51 as 

an example. (fig.29) 

Fig.29 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 51-53.) 
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Having mastered this, a logical next step would be to assign 

each of the three voice parts a different note in the 

diminished chord, and moving the choir up and down by minor 

thirds. The music often calls for this sort of movement, 

and this exercise could lead to a rehearsal of the related 

measures (nun.42-43, 46-47, 67-68, 100-102). These are by 

far the most difficult measures in Litanies. Addressing 

them at the outset and immediately following a related 

exercise can be a way of assuring a successful "first run." 

Exercises like this also set a precedent for later rehearsal 

of difficult passages. 

There are several problematic passages in Poulenc's 

Litanies. These passages exhibit traits which are, for one 

reason or another, inherently difficult to negotiate as a 

singer. The list which follows is by no means exhaustive, 

but representative of pitfalls common to the piece. When 

possible, suggestions are made for the circumvention of 

individual difficulties. 

As was noted in the warm-up suggestions, intervals of a 

major seventh occur throughout the work, and make their 

first appearance at mm. 18-21 between the alto and 1st 

soprano lines. (fig.29) Isolating each of these parts in 

conjunction with the 2nd soprano line gives a more familiar 

point of reference from which to negotiate individual lines. 

It should also be realized that the alto in each of these 
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cases sings the root of the chord which should be the most 

pronounced tone. The 1st soprano having the 7th of the 

chord should be the softest of the three. Achieving this 

balance may be difficult as the 1st sopranos are in a 

relatively strong part of their range. In addition, the 

seventh is the highest note in the structure which lends it 

more relative carrying power than the lower fifth and root. 

Another problem can be the alto note-change at measure 20. 

(fig.JO) Not only is the C the only change in the line, but 

the D from the previous measures is reinforced in the pedal 

of the organ. The 2nd soprano c from the previous chord may 

be used as a point of reference for the alto entrance at 

mm.20. 

Fig.30 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 18-21.) 
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At measure 22, having sung nothing but A and C natural 

in the preceding four measures, the 2nd sopranos are now 

called upon to sing an ascending fifth followed by a descent 

to a C sharp. {fig. 31) In the final chord of the measure, 
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the C# is the third of the first major chord found in the 

choral parts. The D preceding should be meticulously tuned 

with the octave Din the alto line. In addition, the vowel 

"i" of "Esprit" can be brightened in the 2nd soprano as a 

remedy for flatting. The C# is also the third of the chord 

and must be sung more softly than the surrounding notes. 

Fig.31 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 21-22.) 
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Measure 27 presents two problems for the 1st sopranos. 

The entering pitch is unprepared, and the second note of the 

line (Eb) is part of a new tonality. (fig.32) The entering 

pitch can be found either by remembering the last alto pitch 

in measure 26 and singing the Dan octave higher, or the 1st 

sopranos can mentally "sing" the fully diminished chord 

practiced in the warm-up. F and Ab are given in the 

accompaniment, B must be "filled in" which leads to the D. 

The previous entrance of the 1st soprano line in measure 25 
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was on E natural. The Eb in measure 27 (on the syllable 

"nee" of "Trinite") can be darkened to "nih" if the tendency 

is to sing the E too high. (fig.32) 

Fig.32 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 25-29.) 
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Measures 42 and 43 are repeated chromatic diminished 

progressions. (fig.33) It should be noted that mm.43 is a 

repetition of the first three and last chords of mm.42 (it 

contains no new material). As well, the last two chords of 

mm.42 are the same with the 2nd soprano passing between the 

two inner notes of the diminished chord c,Eb,F#,A. In 

essence there are only five chords to master, the first five 

of mm.42. The parallel leap down to beat two (Eb,F#,D to 

C#,E,A) is the most problematic. The E natural in the 2nd 

soprano line creates a cross-relation with the alto note 

preceding it. This coupled with the downward movement of 



all the voices is a precondition for flat singinge The 

vowel [ g ] of "fait" should be sung very brightly, and 

placement of the tone should remain very high in the mask 

for the 2nd sopranos to stay on pitch. (fig.33) 

Fig.33 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 40-43a) 
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A similar passage occurs at mm.46-47. (fig.34) What 

appears to be an imposing progression analysis proves to be 

little more than three chords in different positions;--C# 

minor, F# diminished, and E minor. The arrival of G natural 

at m.47 in the 1st soprano part may prove problematic. It 

should be tuned with the alto Gan octave below. Again, the 

vowel ( ['a] of "sanctuaire") could be darkened if 

necessary. (fig.34, pg.45). 
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Fig.34 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 44-47.) 
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Measure 63 is an example of Poulenc's unorthodox voice 

leading. (fig.35) Beat four of the measure has the 2nd 

sopranos crossing beneath the altos to form a major seventh 

with the 1st sopranoso This not only forces the altos out 

of a simple step-wise line, it prohibits the 2nd sopranos 

from a return to the G of the preceding chord. It 

apparently serves to maintain the parallel sixths between 

the outer voices which continues through mm.66. In light of 

the accompaniment and the fauxbourdon of the outer voices, 

the Fin the 2nd soprano must be considered an added 2nd--a 

non-chord tone that should be sung more softly than the 

other pitches. The subsequent chord (G,C,E) gives the 2nd 

sopranos the root at which point they should come to the 

fore. (fig.35, pg.46) 
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Fig.35 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 61-64.) 
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The most wrenching major 7th of the piece appears at 

measure 78 between the altos and sopranos. (fig.36) The 

underlying accompaniment is based on a diminished chord 

(Eb,F#,A,C) with an added tritone (B,F) in the right hand. 

The voicing pits the two soprano parts in high ~ange unison 

against the altos alone in low range. Poulenc obviously has 

added the Gb as color, not as a primary tone. 

Fig.36 (Poulenc, Litanies, measure 78.) 
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Another awkward voice crossing between the two soprano 

parts occurs in measure lOlo (fig$37) The 2nd sopranos 

must move above the 1st sopranos, sing a tritone (F-B) and 

land on a B natural after hearing Bb in the previous 

measure. The altos must sing the B natural (beat one of 

mm.101) as high as possible. The 2nd sopranos can sing the 

[i] of "priez" as brightly as possible, and should think of 

the B natural as a high leading tone to the C chord which 

follows. Alternating repetition of the first two chords in 

measure 101 may help to train the ear to the relationship of 

the B naturals in the 2nd soprano and alto voices. 

Fig.37 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 97-101.) 
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Double voice crossing and a sustained minor second 

interval present a challenge for the 2nd soprano and alto 

voices in mm.117-1200 (fig.JS) The 2nd soprano's initial 
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pitch can be found by "hearing" the D of the preceding 

soprano line down an octave and then up a half step. The 

alto pitch occurs in the accompaniment. Once the initial 

pitches are solidified, the 2nd soprano line is doubled an 

octave higher in the right hand, and the alto is doubled an 

octave below in the pedal. These two lines should be 

isolated from the ostinato and rehearsed with the vocal 

lines. (fig.38) 

Fig.38 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 117-1204) 
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Another pitfall is located at measure 125 in the 2nd 

soprano line. The E natural on beat two not only forms a 
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seventh with the Din 1st soprano, but the Dis sounded in 

the 2nd soprano octave in the organ without the addition of 

the E. (fig.39) The 2nd sopranos will find a point of 

reference in the note the 1st sopranos have left. In 

addition, understanding the chord progression in this 

measure (E,G,B,D,F; C,E,G,B,D; A,C,E,G,B) makes clearer the 

function of the E natural as it moves from root to third to 

fifth. (fig.39) 

Fig.39 (Poulenc, Litanies, measures 124-127.) 
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V. Ave Verum Corpus - Background 

Ave Verum Corpus (Hail True Body) is a short eucharistic 

hymn whose text is traditionally attributed to Pope Innocent 

III (1198-1216). Though the hymn is sometimes used during 

the Benediction or the Offertory, it is more often 

associated with the Elevation of the Host, specifically on 

the feast of Corpus Christi (The Body of Christ). According 

to Church tradition, at this point in the service, the host 

(bread) becomes the actual body of Christ through a mystical 

process called "transubstantiation." 

Poulenc's motet contains only the first quatrain of the 

hymn's text: 

Ave verum Corpus, natum 
de Maria Virgine 
Vere passum, immolatum 
in cruce pro homine 

Hail true Body, born 
of the Virgin Mary 
truly Thou suffered, 
sacrificed on the 
cross for mankind. 

Though Poulenc's motet was not written for an actual 

liturgical occasion, the text and its place in the service 

were obvious influences on the composition of this work. 

Poulenc's motet Ave Verum Corpus was written in 1952 on 

a commission for the Pittsburgh Women's Choir. This was the 

50 
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same year in which he wrote Ouatre motets pour le temps de 

Noel (Four motets for Christmas) and a year before he began 

work on Dialogues des Carmelites (Dialogues of the 

Carmelites). The work bears some resemblance to both works. 

Like the Dialogues, Ave Verum Corpus is written for women's 

voices and contains some of the chromaticism and dissonance 

found in that work. The work is even more reminiscent of 

the second of the Ouatre motets, "Quem Vidistis Pastores, 

Dicite" (What Did You See Shepherds, Tell) in its a cappella 

style in addition to the borrowing of melodic ideas and key 

structure. These concepts are explored further in the 

following analysis. 



VI. Ave Verum Corpus - Analysis 

Like Litanies, Ave Verum Corpus follows the structure 

of its text. The first two lines of the quatrain are the 

text for the first twelve measures (Section A). Measures 

13-20 set the last two lines and make up the middle part of 

a ternary structure (~ection B). Measures 21-28 are.a 

shortened return of A. 

Measures 1-6 contain one of the few imitative passages 

in Poulenc's choral work. The motive is short (a line of 

two measures), few chords are used (tonic, dominant function 

and subdominant), and the technique is abandoned quickly 

after six measures. (fig.40) 

Fig.40 (Poulenc, Ave Verum, measures 1-6.) 
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Similarities with Litanies can be seen in the chant-like 

opening line, its modality, and the additive entrances of 

the three voices. 
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Though the opening measures were written in A aeolian 

mode, measures 7-10 see a shift to A minor with the addition 

of the G#. (fig.41) 

Fig.41 (Poulenc, Ave Verum, measures 7-10.) 
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A 

., 
' Cbril ti u. • \u■ I H Ila • rt • a I Vlr -~ Dt, eor • pus 

1 Ma • rr *_:,_.---. pure, 'l .. 1t,':" Sav lor, ,._. -. '!II - -A .:., 

,111 ~ • .. .. 
•• • ri • Vir ;, . -... u; a . - ol Ma... "'· .... sin- pure, 

This modal mixing which was seen in the Litanies is 

paralleled in Quern Vidistis Pastores, Dicite, written the 

same year as Ave Verum. After four measures in B dorian, it 

repeats the opening melody in B minor. (fig.42) 

Fig.42 (Poulenc, Quern Vidistis, measures 1-6.) 
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Another similarity between these two openings is the 

melodic line itself. The opening melodic lines of the two 

outline the interval of a fifth before beginning their 

descent. In addition, the rests and "weak beats" in the 

lines occur specifically at the same places. (fig.43) 
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Fig.43 (Poulenc, Ave Verum and Quern Vidistis, measures 1-2.) 

_pas- to - res di - ci - te: an -Sltephnd.s, say! Who 1D41 titer, J Pray 

~t J. n u I ,. e r 12t1 4 , q J I A • • . Ye A • ve J':,.. - rum A • All hail, All - hail, - ~• - All - _ 

Though not as extended as in the Dialogues, measures 7 

and 19 hint at fauxboudon as used in that earlier work. A 

masked progression takes place in measure 10. (fig.44) 

Fig.44 (Poulenc, Ave Verum, measures 7,10,19.) 
,A .,,.,,.,o 

JA ...---::-._ ----., 
Clrfa Ci ., - - r eor • pus - Vlr 6i • ae. ;'.,,,.,.,,.our Sav - lor, - . 

" A 'rir - -~- pure, 

.-, I ., I eor • pus Chris - ti Vir . !~ De, of our Sav lor, ,. , J1tlilo 
A 'rir 

~ ----,e1 
,111 I - . . .,,. ::::::=-

In measure 9, Poulenc uses a technique which is a 

hallmark of his choral writing. He takes a succession of 

"altered" chords with unprepared dissonance, and ends it by 
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cadencing on a chord common to the key, usually tonic or 

dominant. It is interesting that in this work which deals 
with the body of Christ, Poulenc has chosen to highlight the 
name of Mary with this area of chromatic interest. (fige45) 
Fig.45 (Poulenc, Ave Verum, measure 9.) 

el ' ,. , 
tx Ma. rj • a 

A '!D°!M.•-ry 

el -
ex Ila. rt • a 

A ~D of Ma - ry 

Section B (13-20) begins with a short incipit in the 

2nd soprano line which is in A aeolian. This is abruptly 

followed by a section of Augenmusik in F# minor, very much 

like that found in Dialogues. (See fig.15, pg.23.) Here on 
the text "immolatum in cruce pro homine" (suffered on the 

cross for mankind), Poulenc moves into an area dominated by 
sharp accidentals. (fig.46) Sharps have been associated 

with the cross of Christ because of their shape as well as 

the German word for sharp (Kreuz) which translates as cross. 
This area is also marked by short, abrupt, and awkward 

phrase lengths. 

Figa46 (Poulenc, Ave Verum, measures 14-16.) 
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I' 
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Another interesting example of word-painting takes 

place in measure 17. Poulenc has set the word "homine" 
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(mankind) on an F# minor scale. In encompassing the entire 
scale, he suggests the universal nature of Christ's 

sacrifice. (fig.47) 

Fig.47 (Poulenc, Ave Verum, measures 16-17.) 
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Measure 18 near the end of Section Buses a technique 

similar to that found in measure 9 (See fig.45) to move the 

work from F# minor back into A minor. The preceding 

measure, cadencing on the dominant of F# minor is resolved 

to an A minor chord (dissonant in F# minor), followed by a 

fully diminished seventh chord which moves to the dominant 

of A minor. (fig.48) 

Fig.48 (Poulenc, Ave Verum, measures 17-18.) 

1n cna. ee 
for the sins 
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of all -



The final eight measures (21-28; Section Al) are an 
exact repetition of the opening Section A, except for the 
deletion of four bars corresponding with measures 3-6 in 
Section A. (fig.49) 

Fig.49 (Poulenc, Ave Verum, measures 1-7; 21-23.) 
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The other alteration occurs at measure 25 (as compared 

with measure 9). As in the cellular additive construction 
of Litanies, here too there is a slight alteration of the 
repeated idea. The last three chords differ only by 

accidentals and voicing. The first of these, though 

preceded in both cases by the same chord, is very different. 
{fig.SO) 

Fig.SO {Poulenc, Ave Verum, measures 9,25.) 

ex Ma.rt • a 
100 of Ma - ry 

As in Section A, the final two measures return to A 
aeolian. In addition to this modal ending, the final chord 
is an open octave and fifth, recalling the early music 
influences of Dialogues. 



VII. Ave Verum Corpus - A Conductor's Approach 

Given its structure, Ave Verum Corpus allows the 

conductor to be frugal with precious rehearsal time. 

An opportunity for creative warm-up presents itself in 

the opening motive. This soprano line can easily be used as 

a warm-up passage. (fig.51) It can be sung in unis~n by the 

choir, beginning about a fifth lower (on d) and then on 

notes ascending by half step. This introduces the ear to 

the aeolian mode, presents the concept of a sustained line 

"across the rest" (causing the sound to continue though 

phonation has ceased) in measure 2, and reinforces the 

opening motive which everyone will need to sing in turn. 

Fig.51 (Poulenc, Ave Verum, measures 1-3.) 

pp tri1 tlo•z d tri1 HI . ........ I I 
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Once the voice is ready, it may be beneficial to 

isolate measures 9 and 25 as an exercise. (fig.52) 
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Mastering these two measures in advance not only assures a 

more successful "first run," it also represents the only new 

material in the return of the A section. 

Unison choir can sing each individual line using only 

the Latin vowels. In practicing the alto line (the least 

difficult), the intervals (whole step down, minor t~ird up, 

and half step up) are reinforced in all voices. This 

intervallic process should continue through the three voice 

parts. Once all the notes in both measures are learned as 

"lines," they can be sung in harmony by their respective 

voice parts. At that point, the similarities and 

differences between the two patterns can be pointed out and 

finally assimilated with the musical score. 

Fig.52 (Poulenc, Ave Verum, measures 9,25.) 

ex Ila.rt • a 
ton of Ma - ry 

In keeping with the initial diacritical direction "tr~s 
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lie" (very "linked," smooth, legato), it is imperative that 

the choir "sing between the notes"--sustaining energy 

through the line from one note to the next. This effect is 

achieved by placing emphasis on the "pulses" or subdivisions 

of each beat. With stress on each subdivision, no part of 

the beat is stronger or weaker than another (the principle 

of legato line). This feeling of constant steady pulse can 

be rehearsed by reiterating the subdivisions of each note to 

a smallest common denominator. For example, by singing 

"loo" [lu] on each sixteenth-note pulse during each given 

beat, the line is given more even emphasis throughout. In 

the opening of Ave Verum, measure 1 would consist of sixteen 

"loo's" (four on each beat). Measure 2 would contain 

fourteen "loo's," two being omitted during the eighth-note 

rest. (fig. 53) 

Fig.SJ (Poulenc, Ave Verum, measures 1-3.) 
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VII. Ave Maria - Background 

The text "Ave Maria" is one of the antiphons of the 

Blessed Virgin and probably the best known of the Marian 

prayers. It is divided into three sections, two biblical 

quotations (Luke 1:28; 1:42) and a petition added much later 

by· Pope Pius V: "Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us 

sinners now and in the hour of our death, Amen." 

Between 1953 and 1956, Poulenc composed Dialogues des 

Carmelites. Based on fact, it is the story of a convent 

during the revolution in France. As part of the Reign of 

Terror, revolutionists saw the Church as little more than a 

"cat's paw" of the rich. They destroyed many religious 

institutions and slaughtered thousands of clergymen and 

those who had dedicated their lives to the orders. The 

story of the carmelites comes from the diary of the only nun 

who survived the massacre of her convent. 

In Dialogues, this setting of Ave Maria is the only 

choral work exclusively for women's voices that can be 

excerpted. There are two other "choral" sections in the 

opera however. The first of the two is an Ave Verum in Act 

II, the 4th tableau. It calls for the addition of a male 

voice--the character of a visiting priest who celebrates the 
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Mass with the nuns. A male soloist begins the Ave Verum 
Corpus at the Elevation of the Host. The other "choral" 
setting in the opera comes in the final tableau. At this 
point, a Salve Regina is sung in unison. This is 

accompanied by several swishing blows of an off stage 

guillotine which decapitates the nuns one at a time as the 
singing dies away to the last voice. 
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The choral Ave Maria comes at the end of Act II, the 
2nd tableau. The Mother Superior has told her charges that 
they must be courageous in the face of impending doom, that 
their work on earth is prayer, not fear. The nuns drop to 

their knees in prayer as Mere Marie intones the incipit. 

(fig.54) 

Fig.54 (Poulenc, Ave Maria, measures 1-3.) 

Calmo (~ • 10) 
tnf "''Ito lepto 

SOPRANO I 

ALTO 



IX. Ave Maria - Analysis 

In Poulenc's Ave Maria, the first two sections of text 

are bound together to form the musical Section A (mm.1-11). 

The third section of text is presented in Section Al (mm.12-

20) • 

At measure 5 Poulenc employs fauxbourdon much a~ in 

Litanies. Beneath the structures is an accompaniment made 

up to a large degree of seventh and ninth chords. The 

escape-tone in the soprano (C#) forms a major seventh with 

the alto, and with a Bin the accompaniment makes the chord 

a major ninth. This chord plays an important role in the 

piece as it begins and ends the "consequent" phrase of both 

A and Al. (fig.55) 

Fig.55 (Poulenc, Ave Maria, measures 5-6.) 
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In measures 8 and 9, an area of extreme chromatic 

sequence and fully diminished chords comes to a cadence on 
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the dominant in the original key of F# minor. (figo56) This 

bears a resemblance to a similar passage in the motet Ave 

Verum. (see fig.45) 

Fig.56 (Poulenc, Ave Maria, measures 8-9.) 

In the "parallel passage" (mm.17-18) from Section Al, 

Poulenc makes slight alterations in the chromaticism in an 

example of text-paintingo At the words "et in hora mortis 

nostrae" (and in the hour of our death), all of the voices 

descend until the final chord. This final chord is also 

altered--it has become an open fifth. (fig.57) 

Fig.57 (Poulenc, Ave Maria, measures 17-18.) 
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An antepenultimate chord (tonic minor-seventh) is 

followed by the subdominant major ninth-chord from measure 
5. While this is the last chord the choir sings, the organ 
cadences on the tonic chord. A sense of finality is felt at 
the omission of seventh or ninth scale degrees. (fig.58) 
Fige58 (Poulenc, Ave Maria, measures 19-20.) 



X. Ave Maria - A Conductor's Approach 

Rehearsing Ave Maria presents many of the same 

challenges encountered in Ave Verum. The opening marking 

"molto legato" should be approached in the same manner as 

before, giving attention to the even infusion of energy 

throughout each note. 

Both A sections begin with a solo incipit and a hum for 

the choir. While humming may seem an elementary process, 

there· are many different ways to execute a hum. Since it is 

the first sound of the piece, it should be addressed and 

rehearsed as diligently as any vowel. The word "hum" is 

onomatopoeic and is voiced the same way. The overall shape 

of the orifice is that of the vowel "uh" with the jaw low 

and relaxed, the soft palate high and the upper and lower 

sets of teeth separate at all points. The sound is thus 

focused in the mask just behind the eyes. This position 

should be reached before the initial group inspiration to 

assure instant blend of hum color. 

Another challenge presented by this work is found in 

measures 8 and 9, 17 and 18. As in Ave Verum, these 

passages of chromatic movement may be isolated and-rehearsed 
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as three separate "solo" lines before putting them together. 
An especially helpful technique is to break down the 
sequences into smaller portions before rehearsing them as a 
whole. In measure 18, the break between beats two and three 
serves as an ideal division for a rehearsal exercise. The 
alto will move down a half step, the 2nd soprano a whole 
step, and the 1st soprano, a minor third. Making such 
correlations and practicing them has immediate as well as 
pedagogical benefits. (fig.59) 

Fig.59 (Poulenc, Ave Maria, measure 18.) 

mor - tis nos-trae. 
1111,. ~dtllA._ 



XI. Conclusion 

Poulenc's sacred choral works for women's voices are 

few in number but rich in meaning and sensitivity. They all 

deal with his adoration of the Virgin Mary and his spiritual 

dependence upon Her to guide his composition and bless his 

works. Though his style is highly idiomatic, Poulenc himself 

did not attribute this to a concrete method, but rather to 

an inspiration of mystery not to be too closely examined. 

Over and over again he refused questions about his 

compositional technique. He gave an especially interesting 

reply to a young American girl who asked him to take a look 

at her analysis of some his songs. 

It is not important to see the notes, but the 
spirit is important. I cannot read a thing 
like this. If I eat good food, it is not 
necessary to see the kitchen. Music is a 
mystery, not to be taken apart like this. 
This analyzing absolutely negates the music • 
• • (he then wrote on one of her scores): 'To 
Miss Hardee, praying her not to analyze my 
music but to love it. ' 114 

Poulenc's choral music continues to gain popularity and 

4D.A. Lincoln "Musical Analysis and Stylistic Interpretation 
of Five French Choral Works By Francis Poulenc" (D.Ed. diss., 
Arizona State University, 1973), 66. 
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has become a basic part of the twentieth-century choral 

repertoire. This surely would have pleased Poulenc, for he 

once said: 

When my sacred and secular choral works are 
better known, the public will have a more 
exact image of my personality and they will 
see that I am not just the frivolous author 
of such works as Les Biches and Mouvements 
Perpetuels. such is, in any case, my hope. 

Francis Poulenc 13 

13Daniel, Artistic Development, 199. 
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